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**New Leadership Board**

The New Leadership Board was formed by the Pittsburgh Symphony Society to assist in attracting younger people to the Pittsburgh Symphony family. The New Leadership Board originates and implements innovative ideas and projects to develop new audiences and supporters for the Pittsburgh Symphony.
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Audiences. They're more than faces in a crowd.

They breathe life into a concert hall and opera house. And swell it with the sound of applause.

They inspire performers and help to electrify performances.

They buy tickets and contribute to fund drives.

Audiences. Without them, the curtain would never go up.
mother, may i?

a gallery of extraordinary handmade clothing
in a symphony of styles for spring

tuesday-saturday • 11 am-5 pm

6741 reynolds street (at hastings) • 15206 • 412/661-wear (661-9327)

Allegheny Ludlum Corporation

world leader in the technology and production of specialty
materials for diversified use in both consumer and capital goods markets.

Allegheny Ludlum

C O R P O R A T I O N

Six PPG Place
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-5479
412-394-2800

For more information, write or call
for our Annual Report. NYSE:ALS
Reach a little higher, and others can touch the future.

In 1981, Rockwell International analyst George Worthen, Jr., founded a group dedicated to developing youth through education and athletics. George's anti-drug efforts and his tutoring in mathematics, English and business subjects have enabled many inner-city students to complete high school and college.

In ways like this, Rockwell and its people are personally involved. Working in partnership with our communities. Reaching a little higher.

Rockwell International
...where science gets down to business
Behind The Promise.

The health of the community depends on more than the work of dedicated physicians and access to quality medical facilities. It depends on the many talented artists whose work makes life fuller, more enjoyable. Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania Blue Shield proudly salute the visual and performing artists who contribute to the quality of life in our area.

Promises Kept.
The Pittsburgh Symphony Society's Mission Statement:
The purpose of the Society is the making of music consonant with the highest aspirations of musical art, creating performances appealing to a broad section of the community, and providing community service at the highest level of excellence.
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The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra is partially supported by grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, Allegheny County, the City of Pittsburgh, and corporations, foundations, and individuals throughout the community.

The Pittsburgh Symphony program magazine is published by the Pittsburgh Symphony Society. Reproduction of materials in this program requires the permission of the authors and of the society; opinions expressed are not necessarily the society's.
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Steinway piano and Galanti organ funded by the Pittsburgh Symphony Association.

Mercedes-Benz of North America and its Western Pennsylvania dealers are the official automotive sponsors of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.

USAir is the official airline of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
The power of deductive reasoning. It propels us to explore and to question. But at the same time, its rigid boundaries can often unjustly limit the extent of our thinking.

What frees us from these constraints is the necessary spark. The unpredictable leap. The inevitable flight of fancy that is vital to the creative process.

In business, as well as the arts, we must release ourselves from the burden of logic and find inspiration where it lies. In music and dance. In the visual arts. But most importantly, in ourselves.

Miles Inc. is a leader in chemicals, healthcare and imaging technologies.
Program Re-Circulation Plan

This program book is one of 2,600 printed for tonight’s concert. There will be 2,600 more for tomorrow night. And for the next night. And the next night. A total of more than 260,000 program books over the course of the season. That’s a lot of programs—and a lot of paper.

With environmental concerns in mind, the Pittsburgh Symphony Society has initiated a program book recirculation plan to help reduce paper consumption. We encourage you to return your program book at the end of the evening to an usher or a receptacle provided. They will be reused by the following evening’s audience members.

The recirculation plan is expected to reduce the required number of program books by up to 30 percent, or 78,000 books. That’s a lot of books. And a lot of paper—saved.

Let’s all get with the program.

One Law Firm... So Many Strengths.

Dorothy A. Davis
Corporate and Commercial Law Group
Extensive experience in business law, and corporate, professional liability and commercial litigation.

David J. Armstrong
President
35 years’ experience in virtually every area of litigation. Only lawyer in Pittsburgh named in every edition of “The Best Lawyers in America” in three practice areas.

Eugene F. Scanlon, Jr.
Health Care, Workers’ Compensation Law Groups

Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote

Two PPG Place • Pittsburgh, PA 15222-5402 • (412) 281-7272
WE'RE COMMITTED AND IT SHOWS!

We believe in commitment. To Business. Customers. Employees. Community.

Each is interdependent . . . so total involvement is a must. And, we think our standing as the largest, full-service, independent printer in the Pittsburgh area proves it!

Our latest commitment is at our doorstep, literally: the recently completed, nearly half-million-dollar renovation of our circa 1910 Oakland building.

Customers know our commitment through skilled craftsmen and professional sales people, high personal standards and respect for schedules.

The community knows of our commitment to Pittsburgh's cultural and caring organizations. Its purpose: a better community for us all!

Involvement pays immeasurable dividends.
We know . . . we're committed. And it shows!

Geyer Printing Company, Inc.
3700 Bigelow Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 682-3633

Restoration Architect:
Charles L. Desmone and Associates, AIA
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First Violins
Andres Cardenes
Concertmaster
Rachel Mellon Walton Chair
Mark Huggins
Associate Concertmaster
Huei-Sheng Kao
Manuel Ramos
Assistant Concertmaster
Richard DiAdamo
Samuel H. Elkind
David Gillis
Edward F. Gugala
Charles Hardwick
Rosemary Harris
Hong-Guang Jia
Holly M. Katz
Alison Beth Peters
Frank Powdermaker
Akiko Sakonju
Roy Sonne
Christopher Wu

Second Violins
Teresa Harth*
G. Christian Lantzsch
and Duquesne Light Company Chair
Constance
Sillipigni***
Evans Mirapaul†
Leslie McKenzie
John J. Corda
Stanley Dombrowski
Carolyn Edwards
Linda K. Fischer
Albert Hirtz
Lois Hunter
Stanley Klein
Morris Neiberg
Paul J. Ross
Peter Snitkovsky
Stephen Starkman +
Ling-Ling Guan + +

Violas
Randolph Kelly*
Cynthia S.
Calhoun Chair
Isaias Zelekowicz***
Joel Vasquez‡
Mark Jackobs
Penny Anderson
Cynthia Busch
Richard M. Holland
Samuel C. Kang
Raymond Marsh
Jose Rodriguez
Paul Silver
Stephanie Tretick

Cello
Anne Martindale
Williams*

Pittsburgh Symphony Association Chair
Lauren Scott Mallory***
Irvin Kauffman†
Salvatore Sillipigni
Genevieve Chaudhuri
Gail Czajkowski
Michael Lipman
Hampton Mallory
David Premo
Charlotta Klein Ross
Martin Bernstein + +

Basses
Sam Hollingsworth*
Jeffrey Turner***
Donald H. Evans, Jr.‡
Anthony Bianco
Ronald Cantelm
James Krummenacher
Betsy Heston Tidwell
Rodney Van Sickle
Arie Wenger

Harp
Gretchen Van Hoesen*
Virginia Campbell Chair
Anne-Marguerite Michaud

Flutes
Bernard Goldberg*
Jackman Plouts Chair
Thomas
Robertello**
Martin Lerner
Piccolo
Rhian Kenny*
Oboes
Cynthia Koledo
DeAlmeida*

Dr. William Larimer Mellon Jr. Chair
James Gorton**
Roger
Wiesmeyer ++

English Horn
Harold Smolian*

Clarinets
Louis Paul*
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Silberman Chair
Thomas
Thompson**
Mark Nuccio
E-Flat Clarinet
Thomas Thompson
Bass Clarinet
Richard Page*

Bassoons
Nancy Goeres*
David Sogg**
Mark Panceriv

Contrabassoon
Carlton A. Jones*
Horns
William Caballero*

Anonymous Foundation Chair
Martin Smith**
Joseph Rounds
Ronald Schneider
Kenneth Strack
Richard Happe

Trumpets
Charles Hois*
Martha Brooks Robinson Chair
Charles Lirette**
Jack G. McKie
Roger C. Sherman

Trombones
Robert D. Hamrick*
Rebecca Bower**

Bass Trombone
Byron McCulloh*

Tuba
Sumner Erickson*

Timpani
Stanley S. Leonard*
John Soroka***

Percussion
John Soroka*
Gerald Unger***
Edward I. Myers
Andrew Reamer

Keyboard
Patricia Prattis
Jennings*
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin F. Jones, 3rd, Chair

Fretted Instruments
Irvin Kauffman*

Personnel Manager
Harold Steiman

Librarians
Joann McColim*+•
Howard L. Hillyer

Stage Technicians
Thomas Gorman
John Karapandi

Orchestra Photographer
Ben Spiegel

*Principal
**Co-Principal
***Associate Principal
‡Assistant Principal
†On leave
+ + Replacement personnel

The Pittsburgh Symphony string section utilizes revolving seating on a systematic basis.
Players listed alphabetically change seats periodically.
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Reviews  
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Benefits

Computer  
System  
Consulting  
Accounting  
Services

Tax  
Compliance  
Tax  
Planning

Litigation  
Support  
Business  
Valuation

Estate  
Planning  
Financial  
Planning

The Right People

Schneider Downs  
Certified Public Accountants

1133 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222  
Telephone: 261-3644

The Difference Is Personal
PPG Industries is as diverse as the markets we serve. We're a global leader in glass, fiber glass, coatings and chemicals, providing quality products for cars, homes, business and industry.

So go ahead, take a closer look. From architectural products to designer glasses, from high-gloss auto coatings to materials for circuit boards, PPG is there. You'll like what you see.

PPG Industries, Inc., One PPG Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15272.
It's no wonder people take such pride in their individuality. After all, it's taken a lifetime of choices to develop. Where to go to school, whom to marry, where to work, where to live, what to cherish. The list goes on and on. Except, it seems, when it comes to financial matters. Then, strangely enough, those who value security find themselves in a high risk venture. Making long-term investments despite their immediate needs.

**How Can Someone Manage Your Finances If They Don't Understand Your Values?**

Or missing the very opportunities that interest them most. It's puzzling to us because, at Mellon, our private bankers believe in reinforcing a client's individuality, not ignoring it. That's why we become experts on their values as well as their investments, tax strategies, and credit needs. And why we work to create the leverage, security and freedom that meets their goals, not our personal philosophies. Naturally, this approach isn't the industry norm. Some, in fact, would consider it rather unusual. But we prefer to think of it as individual.

For more information, call Joseph B. Banko, Jr. at (412) 234-1663.
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Administrative Staff

Gideon Toeplitz, Executive Vice President and Managing Director
Michael E. Bielski, General Manager
Thomas I. Ritchey, Vice President for Development

Stephen U. McCloskey, Vice President for Marketing & Sales
William Hart, Director of Finance & Planning

Development
Karen J. Kutzer, Director of Corporate Relations
Patricia O. Bjorhovde, CFRE Director of Annual Support
Lynn S. Dunbar, Assistant Director, Development
John E. McGuirk, Research Manager
Suzanne Grant, Campaign Coordinator
Alice Delano, Polly McQueen, Vicky Pozeg, Susan E. Salyards, Gloria Taylor, Development Staff

Marketing
Annette Labrie, Director of Marketing and Sales
Louis Castelli, Assistant Director of Marketing and Sales
Molly Silver, Manager, Marketing Communications
Ruth Anne Mewhirter, Manager, Ticketing Operations
Ellen L. Haggerty, Assistant Manager, Ticketing Operations
Kimberly K. Willock, Group Sales Manager
Albert Karl, Assistant Treasurer, Box Office
Bonnie Clifford, Shaun Fleming, George Kohl, Dorothy Kosak, Robert J. Kudzma, Violet Melograne, Jodi Seabol, Marketing & Ticketing Operations Staff
Ben Gault, Telemarketing Representative

Operations
Joseph L. Beiro II, Orchestra Manager
Don Craig, Manager, Heinz Hall
Joyce Kushon, Assistant Manager, Heinz Hall
Sid Kaplan, Operations Consultant
Henry Di Pasquale, Heather M. Leick, Lillian Mehr, Celeste Parrendo, Operations Staff
Henry Becker, Bernard Lauth, Stage Technicians
Roger Evans, Sound Technician
Raymond King, Louis Paonessa, James Smith, Engineers
Shawn Cloonan, Sylvester Daly, David Grubbs, Keith Kramer, Roger Kramer, James Sheehan, Jeffrey Treu, Bruce West, Security & Stage Door
When it comes to managing health care, HealthAmerica really knows how to orchestrate.

Just listen to some of the high notes…

As Pittsburgh’s oldest and largest HMO, HealthAmerica currently serves some 130,000 Pittsburghers and their families. Our client roster of over 1,000 employers includes every area Fortune 500 company.

Our forte is managing each and every one of our member’s health care needs, 365 days a year, through a comprehensive set of benefits that provide unmatched value and quality… benefits delivered through carefully cultivated affiliations with most of Pittsburgh’s leading physicians and hospitals.

It’s a very fine orchestra and one that’s produced an unbroken string of hits since 1975—something we think adds up to a record worth playing year after year.

HealthAmerica
Five Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
553-7300
SYMPHONY SEASON FINALE!

MAAZEL CONDUCTS
WORLD PREMIERE

Music Director Lorin Maazel leads the orchestra in an exciting program featuring the World Premiere of Benjamin Lees' Concerto for French Horn and Orchestra, performed by Principal Horn William Caballero. Also on the program are Stravinsky's enchanting Song of the Nightingale and the soothing melodies of Rachmaninov's Symphony No. 3.

Thursday, May 14, 7:30  Friday, May 15, 8:30  Saturday, May 16, 8:00
Tickets: $16.00 - $34.00

Thursday, Pre-Concert — 'Introduction to Music' with David Stock at 6:45 from the Heinz Hall stage.

Friday, Pre-Concert — Assistant Conductor Barbara Yahr discusses the Concerto for French Horn and Orchestra with its composer, Benjamin Lees, at 6:45 in the Regency Rooms.

Saturday, Post-Concert — Big Band dancing in the Grand Lobby.

CALL TICKETCHARGE: 392-4900
or visit the Heinz Hall Box Office.

Guest artist transportation provided by Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc. USAir is the official airline of the Pittsburgh Symphony.
WQED-FM/89.3 is the Voice of the Pittsburgh Symphony.

THE PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY  •  LORIN MAAZEL  •  MUSIC DIRECTOR

When it comes to insurance, come to the leader.

Marsh & McLennan
Insurance Brokers Since 1871.

600 Grant Street, Suite 5500, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219. Phone: 412/288-8800
The arts.
We can't think of an investment
with a greater return.

PARKER/HUNTER
On Programming

Many times I am asked how the Pittsburgh Symphony determines its repertory and artists for the season. The answer is not a simple one but certainly deserves a good explanation.

First of all, you need to understand that programming is a dynamic process and not a static one, analogous to a movie as compared to a slide presentation. At any point of time the programs can be reviewed as to where they are at that very moment. However, two days later and sometimes even a few hours later they may look different. Programming is an ongoing process that never stops. Traditionally the only reason we do stop this process is because we need to share with you, the audience, the programs through the season brochure. If there were no need for brochures, I would imagine that the programming process would go on much longer, and perhaps in the final analysis the season would look different.

The second question to ask is, whose needs are we trying to satisfy when we determine programs? There are a few key elements:

- You, the audience. This is a rather complex element because what the audience wants is complex. Some of you would like to hear the more traditional music, some would like to hear Baroque music, some like to hear early twentieth-century, and some even like to hear new music. How to satisfy the needs of the audience as a whole is a rather difficult mission, and it's rare that an institution like ours satisfies everybody. The information we rely on is primarily market research, surveys, ticket sales for recent seasons for specific concerts and communication we get directly from members of the audience.

- The Orchestra. The Orchestra as a whole, in order to grow, needs to be performing (and rehearsing) a diversity of repertory. If you ask the musicians to play music of only a few composers during the entire season, at some point, they will begin to be unchallenged and perhaps even bored. Every orchestra needs to be able to perform a variety of styles in order to refine its playing. The needs of the orchestra in some cases are different from the audience's.

- The community at large. As an institution supported by the community, we need to make sure our programs are directed toward a very large segment of the community. The increase in number of Pops concerts, the establishment of the Summer Casual programs, Expose and Fiddlesticks, to name just a few—these initiatives tell you how much we are concerned about satisfying the needs of the community at large or, in short, providing "something for everyone."

- "The world." Performance of unusual pieces, commissions and new music, and the presenting of young talents, etc., puts an orchestra on the international map. It is important to be in the front line in order to recruit world-class artists to come and per-
The discovery of natural gas in Murrysville in 1878 brought the "wonder fuel" to Pittsburgh — as well as a rush of companies eager to escort gas to the world's workshops. Equitable Gas Company was chartered in 1888 and operated as part of the Philadelphia Company, founded by George Westinghouse until 1950 when its stock was offered on the open market for public purchase.

It was a good beginning. Today Equitable Resources, Inc. is the company you've known as Equitable Gas Company and much more. Equitable Resources explores for, develops, produces and markets gas, oil, and related energy products primarily in the Appalachian area. The future demands clean energy. And Equitable Resources is here to supply it.
form with the orchestra and to be in the minds of the recording executives and presenters in various parts of the world who book our orchestra for international tours.

As you can see, the parties whose needs we need to satisfy are not necessarily consistent, which makes the task of programming even more complicated.

The ultimate decision on every program we play is in the hands of Music Director Lorin Maazel; however, he is advised by many. For example, guest conductors and soloists many times have their own views as to what they would like and not like to play. The availability of artists is also a consideration. The Orchestra’s Artistic Advisory Committee as well as the Board of Director’s Program Committee have input into general trends of music played. Recording companies for purposes of recording repertory (such as the Sibelius cycle we are currently recording) and, of course, the public also influence decisions. Other factors to be considered are of course economic—we cannot afford to bring all the “superstars” every season.

All in all, the task of building a season is very complicated and time consuming, but Lorin Maazel, the Board and staff are trying to bring you the top of the available artists as well as programs that meet the needs of all the parties with which we are concerned. If you have any thoughts about what we should and shouldn’t do, we will always be happy to hear from you.

Gideon Toepplitz,
Executive Vice President and Managing Director

"We are proud to be associated with one of Pittsburgh’s premier performing arts organizations and applaud your continued success"

Coopers & Lybrand Solutions for Business

The Pittsburgh Symphony
A Grand Tradition

Certified Public Accountants and Consultants
600 Grant Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219
(412) 355-8000
Managing your personal finances is more complicated than ever. Defining your needs and goals, matching them with the resources available, and planning a sensible timetable is a full-time job.

The CM Alliance of Blue Chip Companies specializes in personal, customized financial planning. Each associate is skilled and experienced in investment and insurance planning and recognizes that every client is different.

Our associates help you develop a step-by-step plan custom-tailored to your circumstances. You'll learn how to select the right insurance and investment products, the most effective tax and estate plans, and the most productive retirement accounts.

So for Blue Chip financial advice, look to a Blue Chip professional from the CM Alliance.

Look to Donald Bushyager, CLU, RHU

Brand, Burstin & Runnette
The Cooper Agency • 2900 Two Oliver Plaza
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 562-1610

An associate of the CM Alliance

For Blue Chip financial advice, look to
Donald Bushyager, CLU, RHU
Suppose He’d Said “Hurrah For The RAF.”

Instead, Sir Winston Churchill immortalized the heroes of the Royal Air Force with “Never In The Field Of Human Conflict Was So Much Owed By So Many To So Few.” It wasn’t what he said that moved minds. It was how he said it. If you’ve got something worth saying, make it worth remembering.
Peterson Consulting

PITTSBURGH'S
EXPERT RESOURCE

Peterson Consulting: professional fact-finding, analysis and expert testimony to help corporations, law firms, government agencies resolve litigation, disputes and operating challenges.

Pittsburgh Credentials: seasoned professionals in accounting, finance, insurance, environmental services, engineering, construction and information systems management all backed by the on-call availability of over 450 experts in 16 other Peterson Consulting offices in the U.S. and England.

Representative Engagements: debt restructuring, toxic tort, intellectual property, litigation and commercial disputes, valuation, insurance claims, construction matters and information management database solutions.

Satisfied Clients: management, corporate and outside counsel of banks, insurance companies, utilities, government bodies, manufacturing firms, construction companies plus over 500 law firms.

PETERTSON CONSULTING
500 GRANT STREET, SUITE 2614
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The Pittsburgh Symphony Society recently announced that it has received a $1 million gift from the Allegheny Foundation to endow the Concertmaster Chair, which is currently held by Andres Cardenes. The chair has been designated as the "Rachel Mellon Walton Concertmaster Chair" honoring a distinguished PSO Life Board Member who has shown exceptional generosity and loyalty toward the Orchestra. The Allegheny Foundation gift has come through the initiative of Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Scaife. Mrs. Scaife is a member of the PSO Board of Directors and serves on the organization's Outreach Committee.

Heinz Hall's Twentieth Anniversary was celebrated throughout the spring with a number of events commemorating the Hall's rich heritage. In addition to a twenty-year recognition ceremony, special preview of Gershwin's *Porgy and Bess*, and Symphony Spring Sale-a-Bration on April 25, the PSO is publishing a commemorative history booklet and is giving free Heinz Hall Tours. Many patrons have been able to take advantage of special 20/20 promotions, and the PSO Education Department coordinated a Children's Picture and Essay Contest. The commemorative activities have been made possible by a generous grant from the Howard Heinz Endowment.

An all-Beethoven program and a performance of Bach's complete Brandenburg Concertos will highlight the PSO's 1992 Summer Casual Concerts, the Orchestra recently announced. The concerts, at Heinz Hall July 8 through 25, will offer "something for everyone—whether you're a first-time Symphony goer or a long-standing patron," according to Executive Vice President and Managing Director Gideon Toepplitz. Themes of other Summer Casual programs include a showing of the 1925 Lon Chaney film *The Phantom of the Opera* with live musical accompaniment provided by the Pittsburgh Symphony; an evening of selections from "Broadway Blockbusters"; "Bob From Sesame Street" bringing music and fun just for the little ones; an abridged concert performance of Gershwin's *Porgy and Bess*; "Bravo Italia!"—a celebration of Italy's rich musical heritage; a turn-of-the-century program of "Golden Favorites," with sing-along; and great musical moments in a "Cinema Spectacular." Tickets for the 1992 Summer Casual Concerts are available at the Heinz Hall Box Office, or by calling (412) 392-4900.

PSO Executive Vice President and Managing Director Gideon Toepplitz joined Mayor Sophie Masloff, the Cultural Trust's Carol Brown and Allan Williams of Alan Wasser Associates in announcing the coming of Andrew Lloyd Webber's *The Phantom of the Opera*. The smash Broadway hit will be performed at the Benedum Center as part of the Pittsburgh Broadway Series. *Phantom* is scheduled to open in mid-July 1993, with tickets available to the general public beginning in October.
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Founded ninety-six years ago, the Pittsburgh Symphony has long been regarded as one of the world’s greatest orchestras. The Orchestra continues in that tradition under its current Music Director, Lorin Maazel.

Since its first international tour in 1947, the Pittsburgh Symphony has confirmed its world ranking as a top-class orchestra, earning high critical acclaim for each tour abroad. Of the PSO’s eleven international tours Lorin Maazel has directed five, including three European tours—one of which took the Orchestra to the Soviet Union and Poland in 1989—and two trips to the Far East. During the 1987 Far East tour the PSO became the first U.S. orchestra to visit the People’s Republic of China in the decade of the ’80s and the third ever to do so. In 1992 Maestro Maazel and the Orchestra will visit Europe twice, once between May 21 and June 8 with engagements in Hamburg, Munich, Frankfurt, Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, Vienna, Stuttgart, Bonn and Brussels, as well as in Birmingham and London. The second tour, August 5 through 29, is under the aegis of the Old and New Indian Ways First World Festival and will take the PSO to key summer festival locations in five nations: Spain, Belgium, Italy, Germany and Switzerland.

The Orchestra also enjoys an equally distinguished record of domestic tours which, over the years, have showcased the PSO in most of America’s major cities and music centers. As part of the current domestic tour schedule, Maestro Maazel and the Orchestra will open Carnegie Hall’s 102nd season this fall with two performances, then visit George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, and Cleveland’s Severance Hall.

The Pittsburgh Symphony enjoys a long and illustrious reputation for its work on record, radio and television. As early as 1936, the Orchestra was broadcast coast to coast. Since 1982 the Pittsburgh Symphony has received increased national attention through its annual series of network radio broadcasts first over National Public Radio and currently over American Public Radio. The APR series is produced by WQED-FM Pittsburgh.

Starting with the release of its first commercial recording in 1941, the Orchestra has made hundreds of critically acclaimed discs. Pittsburgh Symphony recordings currently available are on the Angel, CBS, Phillips, MCA, New World, Nonesuch, Sony Classical and Telarc labels. Among its current recording activities for Sony Classical is the completion of a Sibelius cycle. The Orchestra also was seen on television nationally on the highly popular “Previn and the Pittsburgh” series over PBS and most recently in two educational programs for children, broadcast on the Disney Channel.

The list of internationally recognized conductors who have led the Pittsburgh Symphony includes Victor Herbert (1898–1904), Emil Paar (1904–1910), Antonio Modarelli (1930–1937), Otto Klemperer (1937–1938), Fritz Reiner (1938–1948), William Steinberg (1952–1976) and Andre Previn (1976–1984). Lorin Maazel has had a formal affiliation with the Orchestra since 1984 when he became Music Consultant. For the 1986–87 and 1987–88 seasons his title was Principal Guest Conductor and Music Advisor. With the advent of the 1988–89 season Maestro Maazel, who is considered one of the world’s greatest conductors, assumed the title of Music Director.
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For this all-orchestral concert, Lorin Maazel has chosen a single, massive work: Mahler’s Symphony No. 6. The Orchestra will perform this great masterpiece for audiences throughout Europe later this month. For details about the PSO’s European Tour, please see page 1460.

The prophetic nature of Mahler’s Sixth Symphony is immediately disturbing and profound. In the height of his fame, and content with his marriage and family life, Mahler chose to write a dark and ominous work that ended up foreshadowing three tragic events in his life. These “three blows of fate” (as Judith Meibach describes them in her program notes for this concert) include the death of Mahler’s four-year-old daughter, the ruination of Mahler’s career at the Vienna Opera and the discovery of a fatal heart disease that quickly led to the composer’s death. These events, which are represented by three percussive strikes in the last movement, occurred three years after the symphony was completed.

That Mahler had difficulty conducting the premiere of the Sixth suggests that he may have realized he was expressing a death wish on some level. After the first performance, he was so overcome with emotion that he broke down and cried uncontrollably in the presence of his wife, Alma, and a few close friends. He began to fear the consequences of having composed music of death, and superstitiously he removed the third hammer blow from the Finale.

The weight of the symphony falls in this final movement, which is by far the longest and most complex of the four. Mahler implies at the outset the scale of the movement with a lengthy introduction whose first theme returns three more times to mark the major divisions of the movement.

All of the movements bring together many different facets of Mahler’s world. The first movement contains Austrian marches; a quasi-religious chorale; a pastoral, folklike section; and a soaring, romantic theme, which he said was “Alma’s theme.” The Scherzo is demonic and satirical, with seemingly gentler interludes characterized by frequently changing meters. The Andante presents lyrical themes and simple forms, setting the stage for the complex drama of the Finale.

— Laura Reed
Food for the thoughtful

During our lifetime we'll eat more than 80,000 meals and innumerable snacks. Each of those involves a decision.

We all know what we like to eat. Not all of us know what food we should eat.

The Eating exhibit at the new Carnegie Science Center shows food from many perspectives—from its origin to its processing and packaging. It does it in a way that is both exciting and informative. It will help you make the decision of what you should eat.

The H. J. Heinz Company Foundation provided funding for the exhibit. Heinz U.S.A. participated in planning of the exhibit and supplied much of the equipment and nutritional information.
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Pittsburgh is our home
We like it here
And we're proud to have a part in making it a good place to live.
LORIN MAAZEL, Music Director

Vira I. Heinz Chair

1991–1992 Season
Twenty-third Set of Subscription Concerts
Heinz Hall for the Performing Arts

Friday evening, May 8 at 8:30
Saturday evening, May 9 at 8:00
Sunday afternoon, May 10 at 2:30

Pre-Concert Conversation:
—PSO Principal Timpani Stanley Leonard at 1:45 on Sunday in the Regency Rooms

LORIN MAAZEL, conductor

MAHLER

Symphony No. 6 in A minor
I. Allegro energico
II. Scherzo
III. Andante moderato
IV. Finale

These concerts will be performed with no intermission.

Sunday is SmithKline Beecham Symphony for Seniors afternoon.

The taking of photographs and the use of tape recorders are strictly prohibited at Pittsburgh Symphony concerts.
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Symphony No. 6 in A minor

GUSTAV MAHLER was born in Kalischt, Bohemia, on 7 July 1860 and died in Vienna, Austria, on 18 May 1911. William Steinberg conducted four of the seven previous Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra subscription concert performances of Mahler's Sixth Symphony, in October 1960 and January 1969. Leonard Slatkin conducted our most recent performances, in October 1983. The instrumentation calls for three piccolos and four flutes, four oboes and three English horns, three clarinets, E-flat clarinet and bass clarinet, four bassoons and contrabassoon, eight horns, six trumpets, four trombones, tuba, timpani, glockenspiel, xylophone, cymbals, bells, rute hammer, two harps, celesta and strings. Performance time is about one hour and fifteen minutes. —Ed

In 1903 Mahler, his wife Alma and their two-year-old daughter Putzi spent a serene and carefree summer at the lake resort of Maiernigg on the Worthersee, in the Austrian province of Carinthia. Before their vacation was over Mahler walked arm in arm with Alma to the modest 'composing' cabin in the woods, where nothing would disturb them to play for her the score he had just completed. As he struck the final notes of the Sixth Symphony they were both moved to tears. Alma later recalled

Not one of his works came so directly from his inmost heart as this. The music and what it foretold touched us so deeply. The Sixth is the most completely personal of his works, and a prophetic one also. In the Kindertotenlieder as also in the Sixth he anticipated his own life in music. On him too fell three blows of fate and the last felled him. But at the time he was serene; he was conscious of the greatness of his work. He was a tree in full leaf and flower.

If the three blows of fate, hammered out in the final movement of the Sixth, adumbrated eventual personal disaster for Mahler in 1907 (with the death of their older daughter, his resignation from the Vienna Opera and the diagnosis of his fatal heart condition) the ominous spiritual gloom that permeates most of the movements also seems apocalyptic of the Armageddon that would befall Europe three years after his death in 1911. Mahler was also conscious of the difficulties in communication that this score, the 'Tragic' as he first called it, was bound to create, even for a sympathetic audience. 'The Sixth is a very long work a hard nut which cannot be cracked by the weak little teeth of our critics,' he wrote. And again 'My Sixth will present riddles. Their solution can be attempted only by a
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generation that has entirely absorbed and digested my first symphonies."

The Sixth is often grouped with the Fifth and Seventh symphonies, three strictly instrumental scores influenced by poetry of Ruckert. And while the preceding five symphonies conclude on a note of hope, lifting any clouds that may have accumulated along the way, the Sixth never completely escapes from its bleakly pessimistic expression. It concludes in despair, turned in on the night of the soul. The opening movement and the Scherzo are accessible. But the lengthy final movement is more resistant to understanding. Mahler’s dissatisfaction with his results are best illustrated by the fact that he revised each of the four editions of the Sixth that appeared in print during his lifetime.

Although Mahler had used descriptive titles in some of his earlier music, he became increasingly uncomfortable with verbal explanations. At the same time, he never ceased to believe in the extra-musical substance of music—beginning with Beethoven as he wrote to the critic Max Kalbeck. "There exists no modern music which hasn’t its inner program," he continued. "Yet no music is worth anything when the listener has to be told what experience it embodies—in other words, what he is expected to experience himself... A bit of mystery always remains, even for the creator!

If Mahler intended to avoid programmatic associations in the Sixth Symphony, the score nonetheless evokes certain spiritual and emotional images resulting from the use of devices such as the clanging of cowbells in the middle of the opening movement. But their ringing removes the listener to an isolated and tranquil landscape related more to suspension in cosmic space than to such literal mountain peaks as those referred to in the Alpensinfonie of Richard Strauss. And the abrupt frightening shift from major to minor toward the movement’s closing measures can be taken to symbolize the triumph of tragedy over happiness. Moreover, Alma recalled how Mahler emerged from his cabin in the woods to tell her that in drafting the first movement he tried to express her in a theme, 'Whether I’ve succeeded I don’t know.' He confessed, 'but you have to put up with it.'

Alma also informs us that the third movement represented the arhythmic games of the two little children tottering in zigzags over the sand. Omously, the childish voices became more and more tragic, and at the end died out in a whisper. Each performance of Mahler’s music permits a new penetration of the richly multilayered score, the discovery of still another voice or of a hitherto overlooked detail that rises to the surface, reaching out to its audience in the most personal manner. The wealth of allusions and associations, the combination of German, Austrian, Czech and Jewish components pull from the listener a powerful emotional response.

In Iglaus, where Mahler’s family moved shortly after his birth, Mahler profited from a vital musical life that drew
Olivier Messiaen, composer
1908–1992

The Pittsburgh Symphony notes with sadness the death of Olivier Messiaen who passed away April 28 in Paris. A French composer, Messiaen's development spanned the wide gap between the impressionism of Debussy and exciting rhythms of early Stravinsky on the one hand, and the experimental techniques of avant garde composers in the 50s and 60s. Among his pupils were Pierre Boulez, Jean-Louis Martinet Karlheinz Stockhausen and Iannis Xenakis, all of whom became important composers in their own right.

Messiaen made use of a wide range of resources in his music, including Gregorian chant, oriental rhythms, birdcalls, exotic percussion instruments and the Onde Martenot (an electronic instrument introduced by Maurice Martenot in 1928). A mystic by nature and Catholic by religion, he strove to find a relationship between progressions of musical sounds and religious concepts. One of Messiaen's celebrated earlier works was the Quartet for the End of Time written while held in a German prison camp at the outbreak of World War II. The PSO has performed his Turangalila (1978, Previn) and L'Ascension (1973, Steinberg).

Of the composer's passing, Maestro Lorin Maazel said, "The world has lost one of the most strikingly original twentieth-century composers whose influence on other composers has been enormous. It is very sad news for the music community indeed."

---
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upon its Czech heritage as well as its German orientation. From his early childhood, he listened to folk and military music in the environs—haunting Moravian songs, regimental band marches, and the penetrating sound of bugles ringing out from the barracks. By singing in the choir of St. Jacob’s Church in the men’s glee club, Mahler became thoroughly acquainted with some of the choral masterworks. At the Iglau theater, he undoubtedly attended opera performances of both German and non-German works. Hiking through the countryside, he listened to itinerant bands of Bohemian musicians—trios (violin, clarinet in E-flat, and double bass or bagpipe), violin and E-flat clarinet, or quartets (trumpet, viola, double bass, and violin or clarinet)—play folk songs and dances. Music in which happiness and melancholy commingled with tremendous rhythmic gusto and special reliance on woodwinds, particularly the woodwinds. These Bohemian elements found their way into Mahler’s unrestrained melodic elan, the improvisatory component of his writing, the tendency of his rhythms to alter pace, beat, and accent, and the penetrating writing for the woodwinds, especially for the high-pitched E-flat clarinet.

Mahler’s sense of isolation, his feeling of being lost in a world of sadness, can be traced back to the childhood terror caused by the death of eight infant brothers and one fourteen-year-old brother Ernst. Traumas compounded by the ill-matched marriage of his parents. Mahler’s birthplace, the small town of Kalischt in Bohemia, was close to the Moravian border, both provinces of the Austrian empire, about midway between Vienna and Prague. A triple heritage—his Jewish family, German language, and Czech locality—gives some notion of the complex background from which he came. His sense of alienation was compounded by an inability to relate to any specifically national or ethnic identification. Further tragedy struck the twenty-nine-year-old musician when his parents and sister Leopoldine died. Several years later, his brother Otto, a gifted composer, committed suicide. These circumstances shaped Mahler’s intense, volatile personality and to a large extent shed light on the arresting element of his monumental, complex scores, most notably the Sixth Symphony.

Historically, the symphony marks the end of the late romantic style of which Mahler, Strauss, Reger, and Elgar were the last great proponents. With its wide-spun themes and open forms, with its drama and programmatic connotation, the Sixth is highly characteristic of the time of its origin. The score also holds a place as a pioneering work of orchestral expressionism whose tone language influenced Anton Webern and Alban Berg.

Mahler completed the sketches of the symphony in September 1904, and the orchestration in May 1905. The premiere took place on 27 May 1906 at the Tonkünstlerfest in Essen, Germany. The organic unity of the symphony is assured by a simple leitmotif heard in all movements except...
Bold.
Jubilant.
Majestic.

Nature sculpts with a rough but timeless hand.
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for the Andante The Fate motive manifest in the turn of a major triad to a minor triad usually is sounded in the trumpets and oboes.

At the outset of the first movement a sharply rhythmic motive mounts from the basses punctuated by a forceful dotted figure in the first violins. Within five bars the music swells into a fierce martial theme that suggests preparation for a confrontation with destiny rather than the excitement of a military band. The theme will be developed by all sections of the orchestra until its interruption by the grim leitmotif or motive in which trumpets and oboes sound an A-major triad, suddenly darkening the harmony to A minor above the foreboding roll of timpani and snare drums. Fortissimo trumpets attack the chord only to let it die away; the oboes on the other hand, approach it pianissimo increasing their dynamics to an outcry. The stormy opening yields to a chorale that in turn bridges to a warmly romantic theme in woodwinds and strings. This sweeping lyrical theme in F major introducing the only joyful event in the score, the idealized portrait of Alma Mahler lasts briefly. It blends with some of the earlier heard march motives before heading for a serene summit.

A mixture of xylophone, glockenspiel and triangle result in glassy bell-like timbres. Against the glitter of celesta and string tremolo cow bells (Herdenglocken) are heard. During his summers in the Austrian Alps Mahler often hiked in the mountains of Tyrol, Upper Austria and Carinthia. On the lonely mountain peaks, the distant tinkling of the herd from peaceful pastures below was the last earthly sound to reach the climbing wanderer. The serenity is disturbed by the return of the opening energetic Allegro and a concentrated recapitulation that jubilantly ends in the key of A major.

The Scherzo with its insistent march, sharp dotted rhythms and sinister xylophone theme is clearly derived from the motivic material of the first movement. The arhythmic zig-zagging motion of the children playing in the sand finds expression in measures whose alternating rhythmic patterns show Mahler’s first deep excursion into polyrhythmic writing. Yet even this charming old-fashioned dance is riddled with an instability that intensifies as the movement progresses. Steeped in romantic rony the unsettling and rich scoring contributes to the sense of a world tottering on the brink of madness.

The first printed edition places the Scherzo in second place and the Andante in third. At the premiere in Essen however Mahler reversed the order of the middle movements. And then in 1963, when the International Mahler Society published a new score based on Mahler’s revised orchestration, it was decided to revert to the original sequence. The explanation offered was that in later years Mahler himself now favored his initial ground plan.
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It is no coincidence that the tender Andante recalls the song ‘Nun se ich woh warum so dunkle Flammen’ from the Kindertotenlieder. The Sixth Symphony emerged from the same creative period as the song cycle based on poetry of Friedrich Ruckert and shares with it an elegiac mood and alienated message. Mahler set the slow movement in the remote, far-removed tonality of E-flat major. The Andante, evolving like a romantic Lied, is based on three melodies the first of which sung by first violins creates a place of repose far from the physical world. Composer Arnold Schoenberg pointed out how Mahler avoided the danger of conventionality in this simple tune by expanding it from the customary eight measure period into ten bars.

The second theme proposed by the English horn intones a melancholy lullaby and the third is assigned to the horn. Cowbells are again heard, establishing a motivic and spiritual link with the opening movement. The idyllic music an escape from the physical world is chased away by a briefly stormy section. The veil lifts to a radiant E major whose brightness is short-lived as strains of the initial motives blend in the returning main tonality of E-flat.

The Finale at once reestablishes the menacing mood of earlier movements. An eddy of strings and harps leads to a passionate outburst in the first violins. By the ninth measure the familiar drum cadence mercilessly pounds its way into our consciousness with the now familiar abrupt shift from major to minor. One of the most compelling themes proposed in the Finale’s introduction that assigned to the horns starting with the fourth horn somewhat hidden by the tremulous glow of bells, harp, celesta, and violins.

A tempo change to an energetic Allegro ushers in a curious yet forceful march. Unexpectedly a second brighter theme is introduced. Again the sounds of cowbells recall Alpine serenity. But anxiety returns as the end approaches.

The longest of the four movements the Finale’s equal duration to certain classical symphonies in their entirety. The Sixth in fact could be described as a ‘finale symphony’ with the preceding movements serving as a prelude to the drama of the last movement. Its length results in part from two repeated developments each terminated at its height. Mahler explained the strange design of the music. ‘The hero of the symphony suffers three blows from fate. The third falls him like a tree. The first and second blows fall at the climactic points of the first and second developments respectively. The third stroke coincides with the recurrence of the Fate motive threateningly sounded by the brass for the last time.

The somber plucked A that leads into the coda and its more pallid restatement in the last measures suggests a clot of dirt dropping on Mahler’s coffin while four trombones crank out a slow fugato. Three measures before the close an explosion erupts in the orchestra. For a last time the timpani pounds out the fatefu rhythm of calamity. The accented notes are echoed in the following measure where they sink into oblivion.

Fugato: an imitative passage occurring in a larger work; a passage that is fugue-like but that is not itself a fugue.
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LORIN MAAZEL

Lorin Maazel, Music Director of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, is one of today's most highly acclaimed and eagerly sought conductors. He has regularly appeared at the world's leading concert and opera houses during the last thirty-five years. Maestro Maazel has conducted more than 4,000 opera and concert performances with more than 100 leading orchestras around the globe. He also has made hundreds of critically praised and award-winning recordings and has appeared extensively on European and American television. His versatility as a conductor, composer, violinist, television director and entertainer, administrator and writer has won him the respect and affection of an international public.

During his distinguished career he has held such prestigious posts as artistic director of the West Berlin Opera Company and music director of the Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra (1965–7), music director of the Cleveland Orchestra (1972–82), principal guest conductor of the Philharmonia Orchestra of London (1976–80), general manager and artistic director of the Vienna State Opera (1982–84), and music director of the National Orchestra of France (1988–90). In September 1993 he will assume the title of music director of the Symphony Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio in Munich. A post he will hold concurrently with his PSO commitment.

Artistic leader of the PSO since 1984, Maestro Maazel's current contract with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra extends through 1995–96. The Orchestra's centennial season. In this country besides conducting the Pittsburgh Symphony in its regular subscription concerts in Heinz Hall, Maestro Maazel has taken the Orchestra to New York for appearances at the United Nations, Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall, and on a well-received two-week tour of the southeastern United States in February 1989. Internationally he has led the Pittsburgh Symphony on a four-week European summer music festival tour in 1985 and a triumphant three-week tour of the Far East in the spring of 1987. He conducted the orchestra at the Edinburgh Festival in Scotland in August 1987. His most recent international tours with the Orchestra were an extraordinarily successful month-long trip across Europe in October 1989 and another return to the Far East in May and June of 1991.

Lorin Maazel has made hundreds of highly acclaimed recordings, including the complete Beethoven Symphonies with the Cleveland Orchestra (CBS), a Mahler cycle in Vienna (CBS), a Rachmaninov cycle in Berlin (Deutsche Grammophon) and Wagner's Ring Without Words with the Berlin Philharmonic (Telarc). The recipient of ten Grand Prix du Disque awards, he is presently participating in a CBS Masterworks Puccini cycle at La Scala. With the PSO he is recording a Sibelius cycle of symphonies and tone poems for Sony Classical. Maestro Maazel has become increasingly involved in television and film production, writing and directing visualizations for television of Holst's The Planets and Vivaldi's The Four Seasons (MGM).
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Pittsburgh. 412) 261-8300 • Philadelphia. (215) 496-8600 • Greensburg: 412) 838-1400
Lorin Maazel was born in Paris in 1930 of American parents and was brought to the United States as a child. He studied conducting with Vladimir Bakaleinikoff in Pittsburgh and at age nine he appeared as conductor at the New York World's Fair. At age sixteen Maestro Maazel entered the University of Pittsburgh where he studied philosophy and literature. Subsequently he joined the violin section of the Pittsburgh Symphony. Later while he was studying in Europe on a Fulbright Scholarship, Maestro Maazel made his professional conducting debut in Italy in 1953. Six years later he achieved international status by becoming the youngest conductor and the first American in history to be invited to conduct at the Bayreuth Festival.

Notable among the innumerable decorations, honorary doctorates, recording prizes and awards for achievement with which Maestro Maazel has been honored are the Commander's Cross of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Legion of Honor of France and the Commander of the Lion of Finland. He also has been awarded the title of Ambassador of Good Will by the United Nations. He was named an honorary life member of the Israel Philharmonic in 1985 when he conducted its fortieth anniversary concert.

RUSSIAN LACQUER BOXES
Breathtaking!! Masterpieces!! The "Absolute Ultimate" in Collectibles! Magnificent Hand-Painted Lacquerware direct from Russia. Also Many Artifacts
ROBERTS GALLERY
The Bourse Shops, Virginia Manor 2101 Greentree Road Pittsburgh PA 15220 (412) 279 4223

Goldstock Co
THE DIAMOND CENTER™ SINCE 1912

Knows diamonds

and that’s important when you're interested in buying diamonds or diamond jewelry. For there’s a lot to know about diamonds. And unless you’re an expert, it’s well to know somebody who is. We are diamond experts. We welcome people who are interested in diamonds whether to purchase now or just to ask questions. We have diamonds and diamond jewelry of every description, size, shape and price range.

Goldstock Co
THE DIAMOND CENTER™ SINCE 1912
SUITE 203 • CLARK BUILDING
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
281 1789
Tonight's performance brings new meaning to the power of print.

Ketchum Advertising.
Sound Judgment.

For years, the Pittsburgh Symphony has thrived not only on the virtuosity of its players, but also the dedication of its audience. We applaud both for an outstanding performance.

KLETT LIEBER ROONEY & SCHORLING
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ONE OXFORD CENTRE · PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA · 15219 · 412-392-2000
240 NORTH THIRD STREET · HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA · 17101 · 717-231-7700
In grateful recognition...

For the second consecutive year, the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra will be heard over American Public Radio networks.

Again, this series of twenty-six broadcasts is made possible through the generosity of the H. J. Heinz Company Foundation.

To Dr. Anthony J. F. O’Reilly, President, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the H. J. Heinz Company, and to the H. J. Heinz Company Foundation, the Pittsburgh Symphony wishes to extend its sincere appreciation for this significant support.

Heinz

The H. J. Heinz Company Foundation

THE PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY • LORIN MAAZEL • MUSIC DIRECTOR
The Endowed Chairs Program was established to encourage philanthropic funding to support and enhance the mission and music of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. Gifts are made in an outright manner as well as through estate plans. Specifically, the program seeks to:

- provide reliable, ongoing funding to underwrite key programs and retain outstanding musicians;
- permanently honor and associate the names of individuals and organizations with one of the world's great orchestras.

We gratefully acknowledge those who have provided these important and extraordinary gifts that enable the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra to provide outstanding musical performances for audiences in the community and throughout the world:

Vira I Heinz Music Director Chair
Rachel Mellon Walton Concertmaster Chair given by Mr. and Mrs. Richard Scaife
Jackman Pfouts Principal Flute Chair given in memory of Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Jackman
Dr. William Larimer Mellon Jr. Principal Oboe Chair given by Rachel Mellon Walton
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Silberman Principal Clarinet Chair
Principal Horn Chair given by an Anonymous Foundation
Martha Brooks Robinson Principal Trumpet Chair
G. Christian Lantzsch and the Duquesne Light Company Principal Second Violin Chair
Cynthia S. Calhoun Principal Viola Chair
Pittsburgh Symphony Association Principal Cello Chair
Virginia Campbell Principal Harp Chair
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin F. Jones, 3rd, Principal Keyboard Chair
Sylvia & Donald M. Robinson Guest Conductor Chair
Milton G. Hulme Jr. Guest Conductor Chair given by Mine Safety Appliances Company
Howard & Nell E. Miller Messiah Concerts Chair

For information about how to endow a chair and other endowment opportunities please contact:

David W. Christopher
President & CEO
Pittsburgh Symphony Society
Heinz Hall for the Performing Arts
600 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh PA 15222
Bon Voyage! The PSO Departs for Europe May 18

Lorin Maazel and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra serve as the city's greatest goodwill ambassadors on the international scene every time they go abroad on tour. More well-known across the world than even our champion sports teams, Maestro Maazel and the PSO this summer will make two tours of Europe, which are sure to bring the Orchestra and city even greater recognition of its rich cultural resources.

The first tour includes fifteen concerts between May 21 and June 8 in the major music capitals of Germany, Spain, Austria, France, Belgium and England. Benjamin Lees' Concerto for French Horn and Orchestra will receive its European premiere on this tour with PSO Principal Horn William Caballero as soloist. Maestro Maazel will conduct all performances.

The second tour, under the aegis of the Old and New Indian Ways First World Festival, includes fifteen concerts between August 5 and 29 in key summer festival locations across the continent. Two of these concerts are part of Expo 92 in Seville, where the PSO will be spotlighted as one of America's foremost performing arts ensembles. This second tour will take the PSO to Santander, Merida and Mallorca in Spain; Rome, Stresa, Verona and Torino in Italy; Weisbaden and Frankfurt in Germany; and Montreux in Switzerland. Soloists will include Wilhelmenia Fernandez, Andrew Smith, Gregg Baker and others. Maestro Maazel will again conduct all performances.

Despite the rigors of the intense concert and travel schedule, the musicians always manage to perform at their highest level, resulting in many rewards not only for the Orchestra, but for the city of Pittsburgh as well. One of the most obvious benefits is the boost to the Orchestra's reputation as one of the finest in the world. Some of the most discerning artists and music critics attend tour concerts and they in turn spread the word of the cultural riches Pittsburgh has to offer. The tour also coincides with the release of recordings worldwide and provides a wonderful opportunity to promote record sales. A less obvious but very important benefit of touring is the promotion of trade and tourism in Pittsburgh. Touring also validates the Orchestra's worth at home by providing objective appraisals from some of the world's most knowledgeable sources.
At the conclusion of the second 1992 European tour Lorin Maazel will have taken the PSO abroad on seven occasions

- To the Far East in 1987 and 1991
- To Europe in 1985 and 1989
- To the Soviet Union and Poland in 1989
- To the Edinburgh Festival in 1987

The PSO began touring in 1947 and will have completed thirteen international tours at the end of the 1991–92 season

The PSO is grateful to Mine Safety Appliances Company USAir and Contraves USA, Inc., without whose sponsorship the first 1992 tour would not be possible

**European Tour Repertory: May 21 through June 8**

- **BARTOK** Suite from *The Miraculous Mandarin* Op 19
- **DVORAK** Symphony No 7 in D minor Op 70
- **BENJAMIN LEES** Concerto for French Horn and Orchestra (European premiere), William Caballero soloist
- **MAHLER** Symphony No 6 in A minor
- **MOZART** Overture to *The Miserere*
- **MOZART** Symphony No 39 in E-flat major K. 543
- **RACHMANINOV** Symphony No 3 in A minor Op 44
- **SIBELIUS** Symphony No 1 in E minor Op 39
- **STRAVINSKY** *Song of the Nightingale*

**European Tour Itinerary: May 21 through June 8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday May 21</td>
<td>Grosse Musikhalle Hamburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday May 22</td>
<td>Philharmonie im Gasteig Munich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, May 23</td>
<td>Alte Oper Frankfurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, May 24</td>
<td>Theatre des Champs-Elysees Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday May 26</td>
<td>Auditorio de Nacional de Musica, Madrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday May 27</td>
<td>Auditorio de Nacional de Musica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday May 28</td>
<td>Palau de la Musica Catalana, Barcelona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday May 29</td>
<td>Grosser Musikvereinsaal Vienna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday May 31</td>
<td>Kultur-und Kongresszentrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday June 1</td>
<td>Liederhalle Hegel Saal Stuttgart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday June 2</td>
<td>Beethovenhalle Bonn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday June 3</td>
<td>Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday June 5</td>
<td>Symphony Hall International Convention Centre Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday June 6</td>
<td>Symphony Hall International Convention Centre, Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday June 8</td>
<td>Royal Festival Hall Southbank Centre London</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"[The] orchestra is marvelous. It is an orchestra which makes you feel that it can play anything you wish. Without any doubt it can be placed at the same level as the orchestras from Chicago and Boston, which are the American top orchestras."

NST, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
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You are invited to the performance of your lifetime.

We are proud to present the Mercedes-Benz S-Class sedans for 1992. Each a masterful variation on the best that Mercedes automotive engineering has ever envisioned. Each an astonishing example of what the Mercedes driving experience can be.

Visit your Mercedes-Benz dealer soon. And enjoy an experience that could justly be called The Test Drive of Your Lifetime.

Like no other dealers in the world.

The Western Pennsylvania Mercedes-Benz Dealers.

ASCOT IMPORTED CARS, INC.
SEWICKLEY, PA
741-3500

JOHN SISSON MOTORS, INC.
WASHINGTON, PA
223-8600

WETZEL MOTOR WORKS
PITTSBURGH, PA
681-6000

BUD SMAIL LINCOLN MERCURY, INC.
GREENSBURGH, PA
837-4280

© 1991 Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealers.
FASHION JOINS THE ARTS

SEPTEMBER 15, 16, 17, 18, 19

A Luncheon and Fashion Show for the benefit of

Civic Light Opera
Audrey Koperek, Chairman
Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre
Jeanne Pleva, Chairman

Pittsburgh Opera
Marya Hart, Chairman
Pittsburgh Public Theater
Barbara Prine, Chairman

Pittsburgh Symphony
Carol Halpern, Chairman

For further information, please call 553-8641
Tickets $60

@hornes
Listening to car horns in traffic and angry shouts over parking spaces is one musical you can do without.

WORLD CLASS SERVICES
WORLD CLASS CLIENTS
Translations
Language Training
Country Briefings
Cross-Cultural Programs

313 Sixth Avenue • Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-261-1101
The 1992-93 Pittsburgh Symphony Season offers you the chance to escape from the frazzled world to Heinz Hall!

The Pittsburgh Symphony offers you romantic evenings of passion and beauty. We provide a healthy dose of elegance, splendor and serenity for an all too chaotic world.

This cassette features exciting interviews with next season's superstar conductors and soloists including: **Music Director Lorin Maazel**, **Leonard Slatkin**, **Charles Dutoit**, **André Previn**, **Elmar Oliveira** and **Lynn Harrell**.

*Sit back, relax and hear how the Pittsburgh Symphony is the perfect escape from the hassles of everyday life*

If you would like us to mail you a **FREE** copy of our **Guide to the 1992-93 Season**, please complete the information below.

Mail to: Pittsburgh Symphony
Marketing Department
600 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15222

Or

Stop by one of our Subscription Tables in the Grand Lobby or on the Grand Tier

All information must be completed for you to receive a tape.

---

**Yes, I’m interested in the Pittsburgh Symphony’s 1992-93 Season.** Please send me a **FREE** copy of the Pittsburgh Symphony’s **Guide to the 1992-93 Season**!
Always The Best Seats In The House.

WQED-FM 89.3
Voice of The Pittsburgh Symphony
Sustaining Fund Donors

The Pittsburgh Symphony Society is grateful to the following for their generous support of the Annual Sustaining Fund.

**THE CHAIRMAN'S CIRCLE**

Anonymous
Mr & Mrs. James F Compton
M. H. J. Heinzig II
Sen & Mrs. H. John Heinz III
Mr & Mrs. Henry L. Hillman
Mr & Mrs. Michael D. La Bate
Mr & Mrs. James E. Lee
Maestro & Mrs. Lorin Maazel
Mr & Mrs. Richard P Simmons
Mr & Mrs. G. J. Tankersley
Mrs. John F Walton

Mr & Mrs. James O'Hara Denny
Mr & Mrs. Robert A. dePalma
Mr & Mrs. Thomas J Donnelly
Mr & Mrs. Robert H Drysdale
Mr Robert Eberly
Mr & Mrs. Russell A. Eberly
Mr & Mrs. Richard D. Edwards
Mrs. Leon Falk, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Milton Fine
Mr & Mrs. R. Derek Finlay
Mr Carl B. Frankel
Mr William H Genge
Mr & Mrs. Robert J. Glatz
Mr Robert I. Glimcher
Miss Alice R. Grafner*
Mr. & Mrs. Carl G. Grefenstette
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Gumberg
Mr & Mrs. N. John Hall
Mr & Mrs. William Stucki Hansen
Mr Joseph A. Hardy III
Mr & Mrs. Benson G. Henderson II
Mr & Mrs. Robert S. Kahn
Mr & Mrs. Joseph M. Katz
Mr Marshall P. Katz
Mr & Mrs. Robert J. Kavanaugh
Mr John A. Kincaid, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Dominic King
Mr & Mrs. William H. Knoell
Mrs. Thomas J. Lewis
Marvin & Penina Lieber
Mr George D. Lockhart
Mr E. D. Loughney
Dr & Mrs. George J. Magovern
Mr & Mrs. Egon Marhoefer
David & Diane Marshall
Mr & Mrs. Thomas Marshall
Mr & Mrs. Anthony F. Mastro
Mr & Mrs. J. Robert Maxwell
Mr Foster McCrll, Jr
Mr & Mrs. J. Sherman McLaughlin
Mrs. William A. Meyer
Mr & Mrs. Adam S. Monks
Mr & Mrs. Paul J. Mooney
Mr & Mrs. Donald Moritz
Mrs. Laurene S. Morris
Mr & Mrs. Gordon E. Neunenschwander
Mr & Mrs. Thomas H. O'Brien
Dr & Mrs. Ronald L. Pacifico
Mrs. Melvin G. Patton
Mr & Mrs. D. Grant Peacock
Mr & Mrs. Nicholas V Petrou
Mrs. William B. Pierce
Mr & Mrs. Milton Porter
Mr Richard E. Rauh
Tom & Cindy Ritchey
Mr & Mrs. Donald Robinson
Mr & Mrs. Harold Robinson
Mrs. William R. Roesch
Mr Peter Rossin
Kathleen & Brock Rowley
Mr & Mrs. Stanley C. Ruskin
Mr & Mrs. John T Ryan, Jr
Dr & Mrs. Rolf L. Schapiro
Mr Seth E. Schofield
Mr & Mrs. Michael R. Schwab
Karen & David Shapira
Mr & Mrs. Aaron Silberman
Mr & Mrs. Joel Spear, Jr
Mr. Howard R. Spicher Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. James B. Tito, Sr
Mr & Mrs. Gideon Toeplitz
Mr. & Mrs. Jeremy C. Treherne-Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald J. Voros
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Walsh
Dr. & Mrs. Konrad M. Weis
Mr & Mrs. Daniel J. Whelan
Myron P. & Sara C. Wieand
Mr & Mrs. James A. Wilkinson
Mr & Mrs. James L. Winokur
Mr & Mrs. Lisle A. Zehner

**THE MAESTRO'S CIRCLE**

Maestro & Mrs. Lorin Maazel
Honorary Chairmen
Anonymous (15)
Barbara and Marcus Aaron II
Mr. & Mrs. Goerd K. Abel
Mr. & Mrs. J. R. Abraham III
Mr. & Mrs. Ted E. Ackmann
Ms. Jane A. Adamson
Mr. & Mrs. Edward A. Aiello
Mr. & Mrs. James H Alexander
Dr Tom Allen
Mr & Mrs. Andrew Aloe
Mr & Mrs. Paul H. Alvarez
Dr. & Mrs. Clement Anderson
Mr Paul V Anderson

Dr Michael Nieland and Andres Cardenas

---
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British Airways has a daily direct to London that runs along these lines.

With 164 destinations worldwide, British Airways carries more international travellers to more places than any other airline. It's yet another British Airways exclusive And just what you'd expect from the world's favourite airline. For more information on our daily direct flights from Pittsburgh to London, contact your travel agent or call British Airways at 1-800-AIRWAYS.
SUSTAINING FUND DONORS . . . continued

Mr & Mrs. Jerome Apt Jr
Mr Fred Babcock
Dr & Mrs. Bicher Barmada
Dr Isaac R. Barpal
Mr & Mrs. * Elmer C. Benitt
Mr Michael E. Bielski
Mr Michael J. Boberschmidt
Mr Leo Borg
Dr Carole B. Boyd
Dr & Mrs. William A. Boyd
Mr & Mrs. William Boyd, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Robert Bozzone
Mr Myron D. Broff
Mr & Mrs. H. Eugene Burns
Mrs. Charles T. Campbell
Dr & Mrs. W. J. Canady
Mr & Mrs. E. V. Clarke, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Carl A. Cohen
Mr & Mrs. Morton DeBroff
Mr Armand C. Dellovade
Mrs. Peter Denby
Dr & Mrs. James Dill Jr
Mr & Mrs. Richard DiSalle
Mrs. Philip d'Huc Dressier
Mr & Mrs. William T Duboc
Mr Frank R. Dzialma
Mrs. Jane M. Epstine
Mr William R. Evans
Mr Frank B. Fairbanks
Clyde E. & A. Judith Fearer
Bill & Anna Belle Few Jr
Mr Arthur G. Fidel
Dr & Mrs. Julius A. Fino
Mr & Mrs. John H Fooks
Mr & Mrs. Donald H Freas
Mr & Mrs. Edwin H Fritz
Dr & Mrs. Stephen Froman
Mr Frank B. Fuhrer
Mr & Mrs. Dix Gedney
Carl & Marlene Geier
Dr & Mrs. Lawrence Gipson
Mr & Mrs. Kenneth Goldsmith
Mr & Mrs. Frank L. Grebowski
Mr & Mrs. Charles L. Griswold
Mr C. Fred Hachmeister
Mr & Mrs. Irving J Halperrn
Mr & Mrs. Charles Harff
Mrs. E. N. Haskell
Mr W Stan Hays
Mr Robert Heaton
Dr & Mrs. Stanley Hirsch
Charlie & Mia Hilton
Mr & Mrs. Lawrence G Hofmann, Jr
Mr James P. Hollihan
Mr & Mrs. John T. Howat, Jr
Mrs. Milton G. Hulme, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Torrence M. Hunt, Sr
Mr & Mrs. Torrence M. Hunt, Jr
Mr & Mrs. William E. Hunt

Dr & Mrs. F. G. Hurite
Mrs. John H. Jackson Jr
Eugene F. & Margaret M. Jannuzzi
Glen & Lavonne Johnson
Mr & Mrs. Curtis E. Jones
Ms. Elizabeth W Jones
Dr and Mrs. Peter D. Kaplan
Mr Sid Kaplan
Miss Virginia Kaufman
Mr & Mrs. Arthur J. Kerr Jr
Mr & Mrs. William S. Knowles
Mr A. George Kohl
Mr & Mrs. Claude F Kronk
Dr Dean E. Kross & Ms. Sue Friedberg
Dr & Mrs. James W. Krugh
Dr & Mrs. Peter J Kyne
Mr & Mrs. Paul Edward Leggo
Mr & Mrs. Aaron P. Levinson
Mrs. Mahlon E. Lewis
Ms. Elaine K. Light
Mr & Mrs. Jerome Lombardi
Mr & Mrs. Howard M. Love
Mr & Mrs. Charles H. Lytle
Mr & Mrs. Lincoln Maazel
Dr & Mrs. George J. Magovern, Jr
Dr & Mrs. Joseph A. Marasco, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Eugene A. March
Mr & Mrs. Sheldon Marstine
Mr & Mrs. Andrew W. Mathieson
Mr & Mrs. Bruce A. Maxwell
Mr & Mrs. Bruce McGough
Mr & Mrs. Martin G. McGuinn
Dr & Mrs. James McMaster
Mr Donald C. McVay
Mr & Mrs. William Metcalf III
Dr Linda Miketic & Family
Mr Luther Miller
Mr & Mrs. Raymond J. Miller
Thomas Miller & Mayte Godoy
Mr and Mrs. James A. Mitch
Mr and Mrs. James S. Moore
Ms. Sally A. Munro
Mr & Mrs. John H Muskler Jr
Dr Michael L. Nieland
Mr & Mrs. Francis B. Nimick, Jr
Mr & Mrs. George C. Oehmier
Mr & Mrs. David B. Oliver II
Mr & Mrs. Timothy E. Parks
Mr & Mrs. Richard B. Patton
Mrs. Evelyn B. Pearson
Mr & Mrs. Werner Philipp
Mr & Mrs. Donald J. Povejsil
Mrs. Gwilym Price, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Frank E. Rath
Audrey & Charles Reichblum
Dr & Mrs. George S. Richardson
Mr Charles Robinson

Mr & Mrs. Frank Brooks Robinson
Mr & Mrs. James J. Rodgers
Mr & Mrs. William F Roemer
Mr & Mrs. Daniel M. Rooney
Mr & Mrs. Michael Rosenfield
Dr & Mrs. Richard C. Ruffalo
Mr Leo P. Russell
Dr & Mrs. E. Ronald Salvitti
Mr & Mrs. Stanley G. Schaffer
Mr & Mrs. Leonard L. Scheinholtz
Mr & Mrs. Edward H. Schoyer
Mr Steve Schwarzwaldener
Mr Bart J. Shaharian
Mr Charles Sheftic
Mr George R. Shiffer
Mr & Mrs. Herbert J. Shure
Mr & Mrs. Wayne Sillman
Mr & Mrs. Edward J. Slack
Mr & Mrs. Thomas J. Smith
Drs. William L. & M. Susan Smith
Mr & Mrs. Christian M. Snavely
Mr & Mrs. William R. Solomon, Jr
Mr & Mrs. A. Lawrence Spencer
Ms. Jaqueline Spinnak
Mr William N Steitz
Dr & Mrs. Leonard A. Stept
Dr & Mrs. William Stept
Theodore & Elizabeth Stern
Miss Dolores Strimple
Mr & Mrs. W. Bruce Thomas
Mr & Mrs. Steven C. Thomas
Mr & Mrs. Paul H. Titus
Dr David M. Toney
Dr Edward A. Torba
Mr & Mrs. Nicholas Turk
Mr & Mrs. David F Tuthill
Dr & Mrs. Roger E. Vega
Mr & Mrs. Charles E. Vogel
Dr & Mrs. Clyde E. Vogele
Mr & Mrs. Lawrence M. Wagner
Mr & Mrs. Mason Walsh, Jr
Mr Raymond John Wean, Jr
Mr William H. Webb
Mr & Mrs. James H Weber
Dr Paul Irving Weiss
Mrs. Thomas L. Wentling
Mr & Mrs. James Whitcomb
Mr & Mrs. S. Donald Willey
Mr & Mrs. L. Stanton Williams
Mrs Margaret C. Woodbury
Mr & Mrs. William V Writt
Mr Larry Young
Mr & Mrs. Roger Zanitsch
Dr & Mrs. Reuben Zemel
Miss Sallie J. Zerob
Mr & Mrs. Guy A. Zogby

*Deceased

Individual listings complete as of April 21, 1992. Please alert us to errors or omissions by calling 392-3190. Listings are updated periodically throughout the season.
We’re looking for a Smart Marketing Director.

For over eighteen years, Art Group Design has been producing some of the most exciting sales promotion, packaging and direct mail campaigns in the city.

We’ve worked for some of the country’s brightest and most creative marketing directors—from concept to print. With a few simple rules: creativity, service, and a desire to make your job as worry free as possible.

Our reputation for turning complicated projects into successful campaigns almost overnight and sometimes literally overnight is recognized by marketing directors who know the true meaning of the word service.

Those same marketing directors know our fee structure and expediency can not be matched by the large agencies. Yet we still provide the same outstanding creative services.

So, if you’re a smart marketing director, looking to increase your creative capabilities at the same time you cut costs, call us.

Have us prove ourselves—and prove just how smart you really are.

Art Group Design
1139 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Tel 412/391-3990 Fax 412/391 7962
anonymous i

Dr. & Mrs. Ernest L. Abernathy
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur H. Andersen
Mrs. Letitia M. Andree
Mr. John E. Angle
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph C. Auchenbach
Mrs. Robert P. Babcock
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Barensfeld
Mr. Robinson Barker
Mr. Richard Barney
Dr. & Mrs. John Bauer
Mr. & Mrs. John Bayer
Mr. & Mrs. Rudy A. Benedetti
Dr. Nancy H. Bright
Mr. & Mrs. Charles F. Broadrick
Mr. Alan M. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. David Brownlee
Mrs. William H. Burchfield
Mr. Edward Campbell
Mrs. Robert D. Campbell
Mr. & Mrs. A. J. Cardamone
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Caroselli
Mr. & Mrs. G. Richard Carrick
Mr. & Mrs. Jarvis B. Cecil
Mrs. Henry Chalfant
Mr. & Mrs. J. Mabon Childs
Mr. William M. Conner
Mr. Alfred de Jaeger
Drs. Thomas & Katherine Detre
Mr. & Mrs. P. J. Dieringer
Mr. William Dietrich
Mr. Donald R. Donell
Rev. & Mrs. James K. Donnell
Mr. & Mrs. Richard S. Dorfzaun
Mr. John J. Driscoll
Mr. William Duckworth III
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Duncan
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Engel
Mr. Bruce L. Ensinger
Ms. Mildred K. Fincke
Mrs. Benjamin Fisher
Dr. & Mrs. Don L. Fisher
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert A. Fleck
Mr. L. B. Foster
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Forebaugh
Mr. & Mrs. Henry J. Gailliot
Mr. Edward A. Gamble
Mr. Henry S. Gaston
Mr. Roy V. Gavert, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Goeschel
Mr. Stanley Goldmann
Mr. & Mrs. Milton S. Gottlieb
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen W. Graffam
Suzanne Grant & Douglas Owen

David & Nancy Green
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Griffin
Mr. & Mrs. Henry E. Haller Jr.
Mrs. J. Sidney Hammond
Mr. & Mrs. W. Gregg Hansen
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Hart
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Henderson
Drs. Marc Hoffman & Janis Reed
Dr. & Mrs. John Hoyt
Mrs. Henry A. Jackson, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Jaeger
Mr. & Mrs. Paul R. Jenkins
Mr. Frederick H. Jones
Mr. Hugh D. Joyce
Dr. Frank Kacher
Mr. & Mrs. Leo A. Keevican, Jr.
Ms. Joan M. Kennedy
Mrs. Anne Knoell
Mrs. H. L. Koerner
Mr. & Mrs. Seymour Krause
Mr. Dave Lebec
Mrs. Geraldine B. Livingston
Dr. & Mrs. Jon C. Lloyd
Mr. Peter Luistro
Ms. Rosemary M. Lydell
Mr. Jay D. Lyle
Mary Lane MacVay in memory of
Clyde T. MacVay
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene F. Maloney
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry McCauley
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence J. McCabe
Dr. & Mrs. Jonathan McClure
Ms. Lynne McConnell
Mrs. Fred J. McCoy
Dr. & Mrs. T. W. McCreary III
Ms. W. J. McCune
Mr. & Mrs. S. E. McMurtry
Mr. Sam Michaels
Mr. & Mrs. Wayde Miller Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Frank W. Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis W. Morgan
Mr. & Mrs. Perry E. Morrison
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Murphy
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Murrin
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Myerowitz
Mr. & Mrs. Terry Myhrer
Mr. G. William Nagel
Mr. & Mrs. Norman J. Napier
Ms. Patricia Nichols
Mr. Charles S. Nimick
Mr. Elliott S. Oshry
Dr. T. A. Osial, Jr. and
Virginia I Cook

Dr. & Mrs. Arthur Palmer
Miss Lisa R. Patton
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Phillips
Mr. Judd N. Poffinberger
Hon. & Mrs. T. W. Pomeroy Jr.
Mr. Ronald Radzanowski
Mr. Thomas E. Reed
Ms. Yvonne V. Riefer
Mr. & Mrs. W. F. Rockwell, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. James P. Rooney
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Rudolph
Mr. & Mrs. Harold J. Ruttenberg
Mr. & Mrs. H. Parker Sharp
Dr. & Mrs. Edward R. Schatz
Mr. & Mrs. J. Paul Scheetz
Mr. & Mrs. John Schurko
Dr. Edward R. Seitz
Dr. & Mrs. Peter E. Sheptak
Dr. & Mrs. William K. Sieber
Mrs. H. Lea Simonds
Mr. & Mrs. Rolan R. Sims
Mr. Charles Steenbergen
Dr. & Mrs. Michael Steinfeld
Dr. & Mrs. Edward H. Stullken, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Kamthorn Sukarochana
Mr. C. J. Sylak, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Taaffe
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Taucher
Dr. & Mrs. Irwin S. Terner
Murray & Cecyl Thaw
Mr. M. W. Thoburn, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Thoburn, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Timmerman
Mr. Ronald R. Tisch
Mr. & Mrs. William T. Tobin
Dr. & Mrs. Jack K. Vandervort
Miss R. G. Vanhalanger
Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Volk
Ms. Edith H. Vontacky
Mr. James M. Watson
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Watters
Mr. Charles Weber
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Weigel
Mr. & Mrs. Dale W. Weisenstein
Mr. & Mrs. Ephraim Werner
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Whiteside
Mr. & Mrs. Frank L. Wieand III
Mr. & Mrs. A. M. Wiggins
Dr. & Mrs. Jack E. Wilberger Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Wilderouter
Mrs. John W. Wilson
Dr. & Mrs. Charles L. Winik
Mrs. Margaret C. Woodbury

Individual listings complete as of April 21 1992. Please alert us to errors or omissions by calling 392-3100. Listings are updated periodically throughout the season.
An architecturally stunning setting... a world-renowned symphony... great masterpieces of musical composition -- all sights and sounds of production mastery.

Accept nothing less for your corporate communications.

We're Production Masters, providing a full range of video production services for the corporate and commercial markets.

321 First Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
412-281-8500

834 North 7th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85007
602-254-1600
Success requires financing. The Annual Sustaining Fund Campaign is a vital component of The Pittsburgh Symphony’s operating budget. The Pittsburgh Symphony Society enthusiastically applauds the companies, business donors, and program sponsors that support the Corporate Annual Sustaining Fund at $500 and above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Sponsors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>$40,000+</td>
<td>Heinz Company Foundation, USAir Group, Inc, USX Corporation, Westinghouse Electric Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>$25,000 to $39,999</td>
<td>Alcoa Foundation, Bell of Pennsylvania, Consolidated Natural Gas Co, Mellon Bank, Pittsburgh National Bank, SmithKline Beecham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>$10,000 to $24,999</td>
<td>Allegheny Ludlum Corporation, Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania, Giant Eagle Inc, Ketchum Communications, Inc, Miles Inc. Foundation, MSA, Morgan Stanley &amp; Co, PPG Industries Foundation, Price Waterhouse, Rockwell International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>$5,000 to $9,999</td>
<td>Aristech Chemical Corporation, Calgon Carbon Corporation, CONSOL Inc, Contraves USA, Deloitte &amp; Touche, Dollar Bank, Equitable Resources Inc, Federated Investors, Integra Financial Corporation, Novell Inc, Reed Smith Shaw &amp; McClay, Retail Merchants Association of Pittsburgh, Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pewter Circle continued on page 1475

SmithKline Beecham
Consumer Brands

proud sponsor of

"Symphony for Seniors"
Corporate Donors, continued from page 1473

Avalotis Painting Co. Inc.
Baieler Chevrolet Inc
Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann
Charles S & Mary Coen
Family Foundation
Cianflone Scientific
Instruments Corporation
Clean Textile Systems Inc
Cold Comp
Crucible Research Center
Della Femina McNamee Inc.
Delta International
Machinery Corp
Direct Mail Service Inc.
Edgewater Corporation
F Tambellini Inc.

Geissler Inc.
Hallmark Advertising Inc.
Harbison-Walker Refractories
Hoechstetter Printing
Industrial Gasket & Shim
ITT Hartford
J. Pledger Company
Johnson & Higgins of PA Inc.
Landmark Savings Association
LiTel Communications Inc
MacLachlan Cornelius
& Filoni Inc
Metaltech
Modern Reproductions Inc.
Orbital Engineering, Inc
Ray Kallner Insurance Co
Rippl Printing Company
Robinson Industries, Inc.
Ruth's Chris Steak House
Sarris Candies, Inc.
Scott Metals Inc.
Shannon Construction Co.
Snyder Associated Companies
Stouffer Corporation Fund
Tronex Incorporated
Turner Dairy Farms
United Oil Company
Volk, Frankovitch Anetakis
Recht Robertson &
Hellerstedt
Washington Institute
of Technology

Corporate Sponsors of Special Series/Projects
‘Summer Casual Concerts ’91’

‘Free Summer Parks Concerts Series
American Public Radio Broadcasts
Mercedes Great Performers Series
‘Open Rehearsals
‘SmithKline Beecham Symphony for Seniors Series

Arts and Entertainment Cable Network
TCI of Pennsylvania
Equibank
H Heinz Company Foundation
Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc.
Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc.

SmithKline Beecham

Corporate listings complete as of February 1 1992 Please alert us to errors or omissions by calling 392-4842

PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS AND TRUSTS

The Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation
The Charles S. and Mary Coen Family Foundation
The Eberly Foundation
The Eden Hall Foundation
Mary McCune Edwards
Charitable Trust
Ann & Gordon Getty Foundation
The Heast Foundation Inc
Howard Heinz Endowment

Vira I Heinz Endowment
M. Hopwood Charitable Trust
Milton Hulme Charitable Trust
The Hunt Foundations
The Mary Hillman Jennings Foundation
The Earl Knudsen Charitable Foundation
The Richard King Mellon Foundation
The W I Patterson Charitable Foundation

The Pine Road Fund of
The Pittsburgh Foundation
The William Christopher and
Mary Laughlin Robinson
Fund of The Pittsburgh
Foundation
The Norman C Ray Trust
The Mrs. William R. Scott Fund
of The Pittsburgh
Foundation
The Robert and Mary
Weisbrod Foundation
An attended CHECK ROOM is open in Regency Room II on the Lower Level during the winter. Coin-operated lockers are located on the Grand Tier. Upper Grand Tier and Lower Levels.

The EMERGENCY register book is located in the Entrance Lobby immediately to the right of the doors. Please turn off pagers and electronic watches during the performance, and notify your contact of the emergency phone number: 392-4856.

In accordance with city ordinance, SMOKING in Heinz Hall is limited to the Grand Tier Lounge only. All other public areas, including all restrooms, are non-smoking areas.

REFRESHMENT bars are located in the Garden Room on the main floor and in the Overlook Room and the Lounge on the Grand Tier level. Intermission beverages may be ordered before performances. Beverages are not permitted in the auditorium or outside the bar areas.

RESTROOMS are located on all levels of the Hall; additional ladies lounges are located off the Garden Room and the Overlook Room. Wheelchair-accessible restrooms are on the Main Floor only.

FIRE EXITS, to be used ONLY in case of emergency are clearly marked on all levels.

TELEPHONES are located in the Entrance Lobby. In the Ticket Lobby there is a telephone accessible to wheelchair patrons.

An ELEVATOR serving several levels of the Hall is located opposite the Grand Staircase.

The HEINZ HALL GARDEN is open to all audience members during good weather through the Garden Room.

The STAGE AREA is limited to performers, staff, and authorized visitors.

In consideration both of performers and of audience members, CHILDREN under six will not be admitted except to performances designed for young audiences.

The COUNTERPOINT Gift Boutique, located in the Grand Lobby and operated by the Pittsburgh Symphony Association, is open before all performances and during intermission.

GUIDED TOURS of the Hall are available to groups of ten or more; the charge is $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for children under 15. Call 392-4844 for details and reservations.

The Hall is available during non-performance times for PRIVATE RECEPTIONS AND BUSINESS FUNCTIONS. Call Jean Ross of Opening Night Caterers, Inc. at 392-4879 for information.

FOR PHYSICALLY DISABLED PATRONS:
Notice of specific conditions should be given when you purchase your tickets, so that we can give proper attention to your needs. We can accommodate guide dogs. Infrared listening devices are available—$2.00 donation is appreciated. We have wheelchairs available for passage from the entrance to your main-floor seat. If you need an extra chair or wheelchair location, you may purchase it for half-price. If you are able to move from a wheelchair into a seat, there are several seat locations near which a folded wheelchair may be accommodated. Water cups are available in the wheelchair-accessible restrooms and from any bartender. Doormen and ushers are always available for assistance and special services; that is, visually impaired patrons may request personal assistance from an usher to describe stage settings or to read program notes prior to performances.

TICKETING SERVICES
Box Office hours are Monday through Friday 11:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. or one half-hour after concert time. Saturday closed if there is no concert, or from an hour and a half before the concert to one half-hour after concert time. Sunday closed if there is no concert; otherwise from noon to 4:00 p.m. for afternoon concerts, or from 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 for evening concerts.

For Ticket Charge or Information, call 392-4900 Monday through Friday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday noon to 4:00 p.m. You will hear a recorded message, followed by operator assistance if required. MasterCard and Visa are accepted. Orders received five or fewer days in advance of a concert will be held for pick up at the Box Office. A $2.25 service charge per ticket is made on phone orders; on mail orders the charge is $2.00 per order.
"He left to many his monuments of art, foremost among them, this temple of justice."

Designed by Henry Hobson Richardson in 1883 as a symbol of justice, the Allegheny County Courthouse reflects the unity and heritage of Pittsburgh's people, combining the basic shape and concept of a Renaissance palace with details from French, German, Italian, Spanish and Romanesque architecture. The interior design features a classic interplay between light and shadow to set a perfect tone for a Hall of Justice. Outside, carefully crafted arches, rising towers and a lovely courtyard combine architectural majesty with an appreciation of nature's simple joys.

As it stands today, with its guardian stone lions keeping watch over Grant Street, this stone-cast embodiment of equal justice for all is a building that truly belongs to the people. And just one of the many details that make Pittsburgh a unique and endlessly fascinating place to live and work.

You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse 🎷
PERSONALLY

AT YOUR SERVICE

BUSY MEN
AND WOMEN,
TAKE NOTE

You'll spend less time putting together, or updating a spring wardrobe if you let our shopping experts do the work for you.

The service is free. And it frees you from the shopping run-around.

Our fashion consultants respond to your style and taste. They personally select apparel and accessories that suit you. For business. For evening. For a weekend, or just because it's spring and you want a new look.

Call 553-8538 for your complimentary appointment.

horne's